Abstract. The present article deals with a formulation of the so called (vacuum) Palatini gravity as a general variational principle. In order to accomplish this goal, some geometrical tools related to the geometry of the bundle of connections of the frame bundle ÄÅ are used. A generalization of Lagrange-Poincaré reduction scheme to these types of variational problems allows us to relate it with the Einstein-Hilbert variational problem. Relations with some other variational problems for gravity found in the literature are discussed.
Introduction
In dealing with quantization and symmetry aspects of physical theories, it is important to have at our disposal a variational formulation; this is true even from the mathematical viewpoint, where methods for existence of solutions of PDEs are based in a variational version of these equations [Dac07, Dac04] . In a pioneering work, Griffiths [Gri82] (based on ideas of Cartan [Car22] ) extends the notion of variational problem by allowing the family of curves to be varied to live in the set of integral curves of a differentially closed ideal Á in the exterior algebra of , an example of the so called exterior differential systems (for definitions and standard results, we refer to [BCG · 91] .) These ideas (usually referred to as Griffiths formalism) were further developed in [Hsu92, Bry87] ; an application of this formalism to the geometric control of quantum systems can be found in [Mos04] . Gotay in [Got91] uses this generalized notion of variational problem as a mean to deal with the problem of properly define Cartan forms for field theories. The purpose of the following article is to find a particular formulation of the so called "Palatini gravity" (in fact, metric-affine gravity, see [HMMN95] and below) as a variational problem in the generalized sense described above. The precise meaning of such thing is established in Definition 18, which can be found in Appendix B.2; in short, it means to find a bundle Å on the spacetime Å, a form ¾ ª Ò´ µ (here Ò is the dimension of Å) and a set of restrictions for the admissible sections of the bundle , encoded as an exterior differential system (EDS from now on.) Concretely, we will obtain the vacuum Einstein equations as extremals of the functional Å £ where is a section of the bundle and integral for an EDS Á, i.e., £ « ¼ for every « ¾ Á.
This last requeriment imposes some restrictions on the allowed variations, because they must be tangent to the "submanifold" of integral sections for Á; in this regard it is similar to vakonomics mechanics as defined in [CdLdDM02] . They are different from other kind of constraints in the fact that induce restrictions not only in the shape of the extremals, but also on the allowed variations. The usual variational problems considered in classical field theory are a particular instance of the kind of variational problems we have in mind; in fact, in this case the restrictions are those forcing the degrees of freedom along the fibers of the map Â ½ to be nothing but the derivatives of the degrees of freedom associated to the fibers of the bundle Å (see Appendix B.2, Section B.2.2, where the variational problem for first order field theories are found to be particular examples of this definition.) These kind of variational problems, whose total bundle is a jet space and whose set of restrictions coincides with the contact structure of the jet bundle, will be called classical variational problems, to properly distinguish them from the version of variational problems we will work here. Thus the concept of variational problem adopted in this work includes not only the usual field theory, but instances in which the relation between fields are of different nature: In fact, our description of Palatini gravity will use this additional freedom in order to properly encode the requeriments of metricity and lack of torsion (the actual definition can be found in Eq. (4) below.) From now on, whenever the term "variational problem" is used, it will refer to the mathematical problem singled out in Definition 18, requiring in an implicit way the existence of an associated variational triple.
Usually, the variational problems considered in GR are classical (albeit singular), and the following features can be singled out:
(1) The underlying bundle is never explicitly mentioned (see below).
(2) It is customary to provide just a local version for the Lagrangian form, with no hint about its globalization. (3) The implicit assumption is that the underlying bundle is the jet space of some other bundle, so the restriction ideal Á is the contact ideal of the jet space.
Although these facts does not prevent people to work succesfully with classical variational problems in general, our point of view is that some advantages could be extracted from this complementary formulation; the reduction theory developed below could serve as an indication in this sense (see Section 3.) Another advantage of the approach taken in this work is that our description is not restricted to four-dimensional spacetimes.
Let us see these features in some examples borrowed from the literature; in order to set common grounds, let us describe some formulations for gravity we encountered, with emphasis in the geometrical structures lying below them:
Einstein-Hilbert formulation. In this case we have a particular kind of classical variational problem (see for example [Wal10] ) where the components of the local expression of a metric are the degrees of freedom of the theory, the underlying bundle would be Â ¾ ¦ (here ¦ Å indicates the quotient bundle ¦ ÄÅ ËÇ´½ Ò ½µ, the bundle of metrics with the given signature [KN63] ), and the Lagrangian form is given by the scalar curvature associated to the Levi-Civita connection times the canonical volume.
Einstein-Hilbert formulation with vielbeins. There exists another kind of classical variational problem, described in [Pel94] where the degrees of freedom are given by the components of a tetrad field « Á . The underlying bundle could be set as Â ¾ ÄÅ Å, where ÄÅ Å is the bundle of frames on Å and the Lagrangian form can be written by using the (local) curvature ¾-form of the canonical connection (uniquely determined from the first structure equation [Spi79] , after assuming that it takes values in the Lie algebra so´½ ¿µ of the Lorentz group) and a pair of elements of the dual coframe. These local forms allow us to define a global form once we realize that this Lagrangian form is invariant by the action of the Lorentz group ËÇ´½ ¿µ; this action comes from the lift of the canonical action of Ä´ µ on ÄÅ.
Einstein-Palatini formulation (or metric-affine formulation). This formulation can be find in the groundbreaking work of Arnowitt, Deser and Misner [ADM04] ; the degrees of freedom are the components of a metric and the components of an affine connection, so the underlying bundle could be set to Â ½´¦ ¢ Å ´ÄÅµµ, where ´ÄÅµ Å is the bundle of connections on Å. The Lagrangian form is the product of the trace (respect to the metric ) of the Ricci tensor associated to the connection, times the invariant volume of . Einstein-Palatini formulation with vielbeins. A variational problem for the EinsteinPalatini gravity within the vierbein formalism appears in [DI76] ; its degrees of freedom are the components of a local basis for the tangent bundle to the spacetime Å, plus an affine connection on Å; the underlying bundle appears to be in this case Â ½´Ä Å ¢ Å ´ÄÅµµ.
This variational problem is also described in [Pel94] . A discusion of the geometry behind this example could be found in [Sar02] ; it is equivalent to the operation done in the previous type of variational problem, where the bundle ¦ Å is changed by the bundle ÄÅ Å everywhere. The article [DP12] compares its version of Einstein-Palatini gravity with another description in terms of vielbeins (i.e., a basis on the tangent bundle of Å, where Å has arbitrary dimension); these objects can be seen as local sections of the bundle ÄÅ Å, and the local Lagrangian form is the trace of the curvature associated to the connection respect to the frame (times an invariant volume on Å.) The only way to globalize such form is to restrict the structure group of ÄÅ to the Lorentz group, which is equivalent to admit a section of the quotient bundle ¦ ÄÅ ËÇ´½ Ò ½µ; they explicitly assumed this reduction of the structure bundle. The work [Ker78] uses the same degree of freedom as in [DP12] ; the main differences between these references lie in the family of tensors used in order to parametrize the arbitrary connection. Now, we must be cautious about the names we used above for the diverse variational problems, because there is no agreement in the literature about them; for example, sometimes Palatini gravity is gravity with vielbeins (as in [BM94] , where skew symmetry of the connection forms is assumed, meaning that some kind of relation is allowed between the metric and the connections.) In the present article we will adopt a mixed approach in our choice of nomenclature when referring to variational problems related to General Relativity: In general we will use the term "Palatini gravity" to refer to those variational problems where vielbeins are employed as degrees of freedom, but the denominations used in the previous list will be adopted in those cases where a most detailed language would be necessary (this remark will become specially true in the discussions we will carry out throughout Section 2.) On the other side, it must be stressed that the geometrical structures mentioned in the previous descriptions are not present in the original works, and are suggested here as an appropriate geometrical setting for every variational problem, suitable for comparisons with our own variational problems. Nevertheless, it is interesting to note a couple of facts:
In every case where a vielbein or tetrad is used as a degree of freedom, the structure group of the relevant bundles (which is also called internal group) must be reduced to the Lorentz group. This will be discussed in Subsection 2.1; in short, this fact could be tied to the passive transformation property assumed for the local connections forms, inherited from classical differential geometry. The underlying bundle is always a jet bundle, and moreover, it is assumed that the variations keep invariant the contact structures of these jet spaces, and this fact is given in local coordinates as the well-known mantra "variation commutes with partial derivative".
We have enough background to discuss the variational problem we will propose in the present work: We want to find variational problems analogous to gravity with vielbeins, both in the EinsteinPalatini and Einstein-Hilbert cases, but along the lines of Definition 18, which requires the search of a bundle whose sections corresponds to degrees of freedom of vacuum gravity, and whose dynamics could be determined from a global Lagrangian form È together the restrictions coming from an ideal Á È in the exterior algebra of the bundle. If ÄÅ Å is the bundle of frames on Å, the bundle we are looking for is Â ½ ÄÅ Å (an explanation of this choice will be provided below, see Å is the frame bundle (with structure group Ä´Òµ), the Ò-form È will be a global form on Â ½ ÄÅ, and the restrictions imposed by the ideal Á È are weaker to those imposed by the contact structure of Â ½ ÄÅ. In a nutshell, it is because the holonomic sections of Â ½ ÄÅ are associated to flat connections, a too strong condition to be imposed on a gravitational field; thus, in the proposed variational problem, "variation will not commute with derivations". Because of the decomposition Â ½ ÄÅ ÄÅ ¢ Å ´ÄÅµ this variational problem is a kind of metric-affine theory, because its degrees of freedom are vielbein and connections, with the metric being reconstructed from the vielbein via the usual formula here ¾ gl´Òµ is a fixed operator with signature´Ò ½ ½ ¼µ. The main differences with the approaches described above are the restrictions Á È (is not a contact structure!), the structure group, which is Ä´Òµ in our case, and the globalization of the Lagrangian form is achieved without reducing the internal group. It is interesting that this variational problem will be versatile enough to be related with other types of variational problems for gravity, as the Ä´ µ-invariant gravity [FP90b] , which is similar to the Ä´ µ-gravity of Komar [Kom84] .
A crucial feature of our variational problem is that the underlying bundle is a principal bundle with structure group Ä´Òµ; thus the variational problem inherites a canonical action by the general linear group. Nevertheless, neither the Lagrangian form nor the ideal Á È are invariant for the canonical Ä´Òµ-action, but they are invariant by this action when restricted to the Lorentz group ËÇ´½ Ò ½µ Ä´Òµ determined by the matrix . This fact raises the question about if it is possible to reduce the variational problem for this action; it led us to consider a reduction scheme analogous to the well-known Euler-Poincaré [CRS00] and Lagrange-Poincaré [LR03b] reduction schemes for field theories. A proposal for a generalized reduction scheme is described, and it is applied to our variational problem in order to relate it with a variational problem equivalent to Einstein-Hilbert.
The structure of the article is as follows: In Section ¾ a brief discussion of a classical variational problem for Palatini gravity is given, and after introducing the necessary geometrical tools, a variational problem in the Griffiths sense is defined. Afterwards the dynamical problem settled by these data is discussed: The Euler-Lagrange equations are obtained, and a treatment of the metric underlying a solution of these equations is performed. As a bonus, the language developed in this section allows a discussion of the relation between our variational problem and other types of variational problems found in the literature. Section ¿ is devoted to found a proper generalization for reduction of variational problems in the Griffiths sense. In order to reach this goal, it is necessary to discuss a notion of reduction for EDS found in the literature; once the desired generalization is formulated, it should be checked that it reduces to the Euler-Poincaré reduction for field theories when dealing with classical variational problems. Finally, this reduction scheme is used to quotient out the extra degrees of freedom introduced when working with gravity with vielbeins.
Gravity with vielbeins
2.1. The geometry in the classical approach to gravity with vielbeins. It is perhaps necessary to review the geometrical contents of the usual representation of gravity with vielbeins. It is based in the local description of a connection on a manifold Å by means of the so called moving frames [Spi79] . In this setting, Å is supplied with a collection Í , where Í is an open covering of Å and is a basis of vector fields for Ì Í; the index thus runs from ½ to Ò, the dimension of the manifold Å. A connection in these grounds is a collection of ½-forms can be considered as the components of a local gl´Òµ-valued ½-form Í , and they provide the local description for the covariant operator according to the formula Ö It must be stressed that the introduction of the local basis made in the previous description is totally incidental. Nevertheless, this situation changes when we try to introduce an action for these degrees of freedom by means of the local formula
is the dual basis to ; on an overlap Í Í this action will be uniquely determined if and only if Å Å Ð Ð , i.e. when Å has values in the Lorentz group. But this would restricts the local basis to be a local orthonormal basis for a metric , which is recovered from the formula ª . In order to avoid this hasty conclusion, it is necessary to have at our disposal a language where the different kind of transformations underlying this model would be apparent; our viewpoint is to work in the realm of fibre bundles, in particular, by using the bundles ÄÅ Å and ´ÄÅµ Å in the descriptions of gravity we want to work with. From this perspective, we could replace the forms in Eq.
(1) by its global counterparts living on Â ½ ÄÅ; as arise from the local expressions, see Appendix B.3.4, the apparent lack of invariance of the integrand in this equation could be explained from the fact that when it is defined in terms of local forms, it is actually the local Ò-form on Å obtained from this global Ò-form on Â ½ ÄÅ by pulling back along a local section. The bundle ÄÅ is a principal bundle with structure group Ä´Òµ, and thus there exists a canonical action of this group on the bundles we work with; we will use this action in order to use a generalized idea of reduction as a way of quotient out additional degrees of freedom introduced in the theory by the frames. In terms of the so called active and passive transformations (in the sense indicated by [YCB04, p. 406]) we are proposing a change of the passive transformations regarding the objects and , although at the same time preserving the active transformations of the gravity with vielbeins; it is our understanding that the change of passive transformation is an operation analogous to the change of bundle from the mathematician's viewpoint, and the preservation of the active transformations could be achieved by working only with bundles associated to ÄÅ.
2.2. Canonical forms on Â ½ ÄÅ. It is necessary to introduce some canonical objects living in the exterior algebra of Â ½ ÄÅ, because these objects would be used in the search of the Lagrangian form and the right restrictions for our variational problem. The discussion carried out in Appendix B.3 allows us to define a ½-form , which is a canonical gl´Òµ-valued pseudotensorial ½-form of typé
Ä´Òµ adµ defined on Â ½ ÄÅ. As we know, on ÄÅ there exists another canonical form, namely, the tautological form [KN63] ; thus the projection ½¼ Â ½ ÄÅ ÄÅ can be used in order to define a new canonical form on Â ½ ÄÅ, that is 
and is pseudotensorial of type´ Ä´Òµ R Ò µ. Finally, to show that is tensorial, we need to prove
is the exterior covariant differential of obtained using the connection , we will have that
Let be a connection on ÄÅ; by pulling back this expression along , we have that
which is in turn equal to the torsion Ì of the connection . Thus Ì can be called universal torsion.
2.3. Degrees of freedom and restriction EDS for gravity with vielbeins. A tetrad or, more generally, a vielbein, is a local isomorphism Ì Å Å ¢ R Ò or equivalently, a basis for the tangent bundle to Å on an open set Í Å. The rationale behind these objects is simply to replace the basis of the tangent bundle induced by the coordinates by a more general basis, perhaps determined by geometrical insights related to the formulation of the problem at hands, in order to simplify some equations living in a tensor bundle. In fact, our approach to gravity is based in the replacing of the metric by an (by definition) orthonormal local frame; a change in the metric is thus performed by a change in the vielbein. Nevertheless, it is necessary to point out an essential difference between our approach and some of the descriptions of the gravity with vielbeins that can be found in the literature (see for example [BM94] ), where it is assumed the tangent bundle Ì Å to be isomorphic to Å ¢R Ò (the "fake tangent bundle" viewpoint): We keep the local character of the frame bundle, using it only as a tool that permits us to describe a connection on Å, without additional topological assumptions on this manifold, namely, without considering it as a parallelizable manifold.
From the mathematical viewpoint, a vielbein is nothing but a local section of the frame bundle ÄÅ; a connection on Å, on the other side, can be considered as a section of the bundle of connections ´ÄÅµ. We will take then as fields the sections of the bundle Ô ½ Â ½ ÄÅ Å. It could be motivated by the fact that we have to describe a metric through a local basis (namely, a section of ÄÅ) and an independent connection, which is a section of ´ÄÅµ; the degrees of freedom will be sections of the product bundle ÄÅ ¢ Å ´ÄÅµ Å which is isomorphic to Â ½ ÄÅ as a bundle on ´ÄÅµ (see Proposition 28.) Nevertheless, it will be necessary to impose some restrictions on these connections, because it must be related to the metric implicitly described by the vielbein (we are using here the notation developed at Subsection 2.5, see below): Metricity: If the connection provides us with a covariant derivative, it will be desirable the preservation of the implicit metric, and a local section × Å Â ½ ÄÅ will fulfill this Zero torsion: Additionally it will be required that
the canonical form corresponding to the torsion. Similar conditions can be found in the literature; see for example [EGH80] . They differ, however, in a fundamental fact with our restrictions: While the conditions found in the literature (as far as we know) are of local character, ours are global. It is tied with the spaces where they live: In the former case they are forms on the spacetime, whereas in the latter the conditions are forms on the jet space of ÄÅ. The choice of the notation made here could led to confusion, because of the similarities with the notation used elsewhere to indicate local forms; it is important to point out these differences, in order to avoid potential confusions. These restrictions will be adopted to be the restriction EDS for Einstein-Hilbert gravity with vielbeins. Thus, although the underlying bundle for this variational problem is a jet space, the restriction EDS will be different from the contact structure; it is not totally unexpected, because the contact structure imposes on a local section the requeriment × £ ¼ forcing the connection to be flat, a too strong condition for a vacuum gravitational field.
2.4. The Lagrangian form of gravity with vielbeins. Let us make use of the geometrical constructions detailed in Appendix B.3 and Subsection 2.2 in order to find a useful description of the Lagrangian form for gravity with vielbeins (in both cases, Einstein-Hilbert and EinsteinPalatini); the notation is described there. In order to formulate a Lagrangian on Â ½ ÄÅ we recall that there exists on this space a R Ò -valued ½-form , namely, the pullback along ½¼ of the canonical form on ÄÅ, and, additionaly, the gl´Òµ-valued ¾-form ª, just constructed as the curvature ¾-form associated to the canonical connection on Â ½ ÄÅ induced by the contact structure. For every ½ ¡ ¡ ¡ Ò we can define the
and it allows us to define the
where £ Î Ò ´R Ò µ Î ´R Ò µ is the Hodge star operator induced on the exterior algebra of R Ò by . Therefore we can use the antisymmetrization operator
indicates the extension of the contraction between elements of a vector space and its dual to the wedge product of gl´Òµ and gl´Òµµ £ -valued forms.
Note 2. The extension of operations from g and R Ò to g-and R Ò -valued forms is detailed in the work of Kôlar et al. [KMS · 93] , p. 100. In particular, the product structure on the R Ò -valued forms that yields to the form ´Ò ¾µ can be considered as an specialization of a more general structure found on vector valued forms.
2.5. The Lagrangian form in terms of a basis on R Ò . We can introduce a basis on R Ò ; this allows us to write out the Lagrangian in terms of components of the canonical forms, giving some expressions that will be useful in handling with the variations. Namely, if e ½ ¡ ¡ ¡ e Ò is the canonical basis on R Ò , we can write e for some collection¨ © of ½-forms, and from here it can be concluded that ´¾µ ´e ¡µ e As for the operator £, we can conclude with the formula £ ¡ Ð Ð 2 We will use this name by the Lagrangian, because it serves in both cases, Einstein-Hilbert and Einstein-Palatini, reserving the name Einstein Lagrangian to name the Lagrangian written in terms of metric and connection coefficients. 
where it were introduced the handy notations
2.7. Dynamics of Einstein-Hilbert gravity with vielbeins. After this rather lenghty warmup, we are ready to describe now the gravity with vielbeins as a variational problem in the sense adopted in this work; as the bundle of the variational triple for this theory we will take the bundle Â ½ ÄÅ Å; the Lagrangian form on this space will be È , defined in Eq. (2). Finally, the EDS restricting properly the sections of Â ½ ÄÅ is the one generated by metricity and torsionless conditions, namely
here p gl´Òµ p is the projection onto the second summand in the Cartan decomposition gl´Òµ so´½ Ò ½µ¨p induced by ; in the basis introduced above, this projection readś p µ · which is nothing but the metricity condition mentioned before. The variational problem we are proposing for (vacuum) GR with vielbeins is the variational problem associated to the triple Â ½ ÄÅ Å È Á È ¡ a quick comparison with some classical variational problems found in literature (cf. those mentioned into the introductory section) tell us that it has fewer degrees of freedom than other alternatives. Finally, it is necessary to point out that considerations of variational problems on the frame bundle, although from a slighty different point of view, can be found in the literature [BK04] .
2.7.1. Considerations about admissible variations. Given the existence of a restriction EDS, the variations to be considered in order to find out the equations of motion of gravity with vielbeins cannot be arbitrary; rather they must be restricted in some way. Let us recall that a variation of a section × Å of a bundle Å is a section of the pullback bundle × £´Î µ, perhaps with compact support, and that the relevant variations for a variational problem are the infinitesimal symmetries of the restriction EDS. We could introduce the following definition in order to work here with these objects. the frame produce on the Ò ¾-forms defined previously. We will consider here variations with its support on a chart Í « . Now,
So by performing the variations of the frame, we obtain
As an additional formula useful in dealing with the variations of the frame, we can calculate the differential of the forms , expressing them in terms of the connection and the associated torsion. Namely, by using the definition d
· Ì
we will obtain that d · Ì where, as above ¼ As shown in [Thi86] , the equations of motion (7) are equivalent to the annihilation of the Einstein tensor.
2.8. Discussion: The global form for Einstein equations and the underlying metric. According to the previous calculations, the equations of motion for the gravity with vielbeins can be described as the EDS generated by the forms The first and third forms in the above EDS are enough to determine uniquely the connection, or more precisely the functions of a solution, from the frame functions . This result follows at once by using Proposition 17; as we will see below, these functions determines a connection on Å that is the Levi-Civita connection for . Therefore the second set of forms are the true equations of motion for the metric.
Note 5 ( Ä´ µ-invariant gravity). This setting provides us with enough tools in order to describe some other approaches to "gravity with moving frames". For example, we can set a variational problem for the so called Ä´ µ-invariant gravity [FP90a, FP90b] : In brief, in this theory the fields are a soldering form ¾ Iso´Ì Å Ì Åµ, a metric and a connection on Å. Using the previous identifications, we can consider these fields as sections of the bundles´ÄÅ ¢ Å ÄÅµ Ä´Òµ (where Ä´Òµ is acting diagonally), ¦ and ´ÄÅµ respectively. By using that the metric is induced locally by a section of ÄÅ, and that such section induces a local section By using the previous Lemma it follows that for a section to be an extremal section (under our choice Tr ¼) it will be necessary that ÔÐ · ÐÔ ¼ and, as a bonus, Ì ¼. Thus the generators of the EDS Á È are obtained as equations of motion.
Reduction for a variational problem
An important observation concerning the variational problem
is that both È and Á È are ËÇ´½ Ò ½µ-invariant. It will be interesting to find a procedure in order to quotient out the degrees of freedom associated to the orbits of this symmetry group, namely, if we can apply a kind of reduction procedure, as in [LR03a] . The problem with this approach is that in this reference the authors deal with reduction of the so called classical variational problem, namely, with variational problems of the form
is a volume form on Å and Á con is the contact structure on Â ½ È . Therefore we must devise a reduction scheme general enough to include variational problems whose restriction EDS are different from the contact EDS of a jet space.
3.1. Reduction of an EDS. In order to set the reduction procedure for a variational problem, it is crucial to know how to reduce the restriction EDS. So let Å be a manifold, a Lie group acting on Å in such a way that the space of orbits Å Å is a manifold; we will denote by Ô Å Å the canonical projection. Let us consider Á an EDS on Å such that ¡ Á Á ¾ the following definition can be found in [AF05] . The previous example gives some insight in the subtleties concerning the reduction of an EDS:
Definition 7 (Reduced EDS
The original contact structure is locally generated by ½-forms, but the reduced EDS is generated by a collection of ¾-forms. Nevertheless, there exists a result allowing us to find a set of generators for a reduced EDS, under mild conditions, namely, by requiring the generators to be pullback of some forms along a projection. It is convenient to note that it was not fulfilled in the previous example, because d ¡ ½ is not the pullback along Ô of any form on Å ¢ g. Proposition 9. Let Ô Å AE be a fibration and Á « ½ ¡ ¡ ¡ « Ô diff a differential ideal such that « ¾ ª ´Åµ for some integers . Let us suppose that on AE there exists a set of forms We are now ready to introduce a generalization of the usual scheme of reduction suitable for our version of (generalized) variational problems; as far as we know, it is an original contribution made in the present work.
Definition 10 (Reduction of a variational problem). Let´£ Áµ be a variational problem on the bundle Ô £ Å. Let us suppose that a Lie group acts on £ such that (1) the action is free and proper, 
In particular, the Lagrangian form È is horizontal for the À-projection, and the EDS Á È is À-invariant.
By combining these equations and Proposition 9 we deduce the following corollary. Ä´Òµ), the reduction must be done by using the same group. By means of Eq. (14) it can be concluded that the reduced variational problem is
it is a kind of Einstein-Palatini formulation for gravity, although different from [ADM04] .
Conclusions
In this work a geometrical formulation for Palatini gravity was provided, by using a broader notion for the term variational problem. In order to perform this task, it was necessary to use some constructions associated to the jet space of the frame bundle. This picture would give us some insights on the geometrical character of vacuum GR, complementary to those found in the literature. In order to relate this formulation with the usual Einstein-Hilbert variational problem, a generalized reduction scheme was set.
Appendix A. Notations
The internal metric of the tetrads will have the signature´ · ¡ ¡ ¡·µ. We will assume further the conventions of [MR94] in playing with forms. If « is a form:
´« ¬µ ´ «µ ¬ ·´ ½µ « ´ ¬µ ´« ¬µ « ¬ ·´ ½µ « ¬
The indices ¡ ¡ ¡ and ¡ ¡ ¡ will run from ½ to Ò; as usual, the first set will be used in the enumeration of local coordinates on spacetime, while the latin indices will label the components in the (tensorial algebra of the) local model R Ò . In particular, we are using the following convention 
¦
The trick now is to form the following combination
where in the permutation of indices was used the remaining condition.
B.2. Variational problems and field theory. Our initial data will be a variational triple, that is, a triple´£ Å Áµ composed of a fibre bundle £ on the spacetime Å, a Ò-form on it (where Ò dimÅ ) and an EDS Á ª¯´£µ. The bundle consists of the degree of freedom associated to the fields and its (generalized) velocities, the Ò-form will be used to define the dynamics, and Á will induce some relations between the degrees of freedom (for example, it will force to some variables to be the derivatives of another variables). B.2.1. Variational problems. We are in position to formulate a notion of variational problems. Although we are primarily interested in applications of these notions to physics, they can be used in tackling geometrical problems, see [Hsu92] . Å is a bundle on Å (whose nature is associated to the field to be described by the theory), Ä is the Lagrangian density of the theory and
is the contact structure of the jet space. This variational problem is usually called in the literature the classical variational problem [Got91, Gri82] . Then we have the following result.
Lemma 22. The underlying PDE for the Euler-Lagrange EDS associated to the classical variational problem contains the Euler-Lagrange equations.
Proof. Let us work in local coordinates. For
are generators for the Euler-Lagrange EDS. Any integral section for this EDS will obey the EulerLagrange equations associated to Ä.
B.3. Some tools from differential geometry: The geometry of Â ½ È . It is time to introduce the basic language we will use to describe gravitation in this work; it will be necessary to point out here some useful tools borrowed from differential geometry in the handling of the multiple questions raised while working with connections.
In the present section we will describe briefly differential geometry from moving frame viewpoint, as in [KN63, Spi79] . Whenever possible, we will make contact with the more usual description in terms of principal bundles; this framework is of outmost importance in the description of Palatini gravity in the present work. So we will need some facts concerning the jet bundle of a principal bundle. This is a natural choice in this context, because the first structure equation on ÄÅ allow us to consider a connection as a kind of velocity associated to the degree of freedom provided by a frame. From this point of view, we need a set of forms on Â ½ ÄÅ encoding the structure equations; it results from the work of García [Gar72] and Castrillón et al. [CLMnM01] that there exists a gl´Òµ-valued ¾-form on Â ½ ÄÅ such that its pullback along a connection (in an appropiate sense, see below for details) is the curvature of this connection. Additionally, it can be defined a R Ò -valued ¾-form giving rise to the torsion of the connection via the same pullback procedure. These forms are the fundamental ingredients in the construction of the equivalent of Palatini Lagrangian in this context.
The following section has been formulated by making heavy use of the reference [CLMnM01] ; it can be considered as a natural continuation of the last example in [Mar05] The main tool to work with this bundle is the following lemma; it relies essentially in the fact that the -orbits are vertical, and the action is free. 
where ℄ ¾ ´È µ has been considered in this formula as the family of projections ½¼´ µ of the previous proposition, and we freely use the identification Î ½¼´ µ È ³ g.
Lemma 26. The ½-form generates the contact structure on È .
Proof. Let × Å È be a local section of È ; then we have that We are ready to formulate the universal property of . 
